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Interior design or architecture are the two different fields but intermingled. Interior designing or any
sort of designing required a creative mind in the person. One who can think in unique ideas to make
the available options of living in any office or home more comfortable by using the entire space in
the best ways, they have to use the whole technical aspects in formulating any interior designs with
full satisfaction of their clients. The basic quality of any interior designer involves the good
communication and traveling moods, So that they can easily communicate with their clients to meet
their expectations.

Interior design course is concerned with beautiful and useful decorations of the home, such as for
windows, walls, lights, furniture, etc. It is a combination of architecture, product design. Interior
designers can get jobs on a variety of spaces including residential areas, industrial areas, retail
areas such as malls, hotels and cafes etc. They can be freelancers or associated with a company. 
Thus nowadays interior design courses have become extremely popular among students. Students
can pursue this course after completion of their 10+2 exams at degree and diploma levels.  At
practical level the interior decorators have to co-ordinate a team work with contractors and workers
to execute their project.

Most of the institutes who are providing the interior design course in Delhi are taking drawing and
design skills based entrance exams of the students to offer them the course in their institutes. The
portfolio of the candidates must be very impressive which displays their unique ideas and skills for
the designing.  In the course curriculums students study the syllabus with the latest software of
interior designs and also come to know about the various products knowledge to accomplish their
targeted designs in their internships with reputed firms.

We can conclude a few reputed and recognized institutes that are providing the interior design
courses online have been mentioned below:-

In online pattern of studying a course, students receive textbooks and other learning materials as
well as interactive web-based instruction. They can go for degree or diplomas any one to complete
the desired professional course in this modern computer age.

* IGNOU â€“ Indira Gandhi open university- it has branches in all over the India.

* Annamalai University

* Osmania University

There is a big difference in interior decorators and interior designers. Though decorators can only
suggests with their great sense of relevant choices that looks good. Decorators do not need to be
face to face with the technologies in the same field. But interior designers have to do very different
work they have to deal more technically. Interior designing involves the development of drawing
plans, blueprints and the use of 3D interior design software in their study and job technologies.

Jobs opportunities in interior designs and building industries are as follows:-

Interior design firms, Architectural firms, Design departments of corporations and institutions, Carpet
manufacturing industries, Furniture design and retail industries, Government departments, Colleges
and Universities, Design magazine publications.
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